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announces
the name for its Chinese Garden. In the cover
article, curator June Li explains how she and her
colleagues drew on art, history, literature,
and botany in selecting a Chinese name for the new 12acre site (page 13).
One feature of Chinese gardens is
the borrowed view.While composed paths
take advantage of the beauty of the
immediate surroundings — a lake, a
tree, a plant — they also take in the distant landscape. For example,
the San Gabriel Mountains are well outside the boundaries of The
Huntington but nonetheless part of the scenery.
Much of what takes place at The Huntington is the
result of one kind of borrowing or another. By lending
Rogier van der Weyden’s Madonna and Child to
a traveling art exhibition,The Huntington has
helped provide a different context for
viewing the 15th-century painting
(page 2). But borrowing is not
limited to the loans of paintings.
The intellectual exchange between Huntington staff and local educator Avery
Clayton helped kick off a new African American cultural series while supporting efforts to establish the Mayme A. Clayton Library and Museum in Los
Angeles (page 5).
The back and forth among staff and visitors is seldom a zero-sum game.
Botanist Rachel Schmidt Jabaily drew inspiration from her first glimpse of
a puya plant at The Huntington and proceeded to travel throughout South
America studying the family tree of the species (page 8). She returned to The
Huntington recently on a fellowship to clarify identifications of all the puya
plants in the Huntington Desert Garden.
History is full of stories of borrowed ideas or things. Civil engineer and
historian Henry Petroski explains how a 19th-century toothpick manufacturer
took a page out of the shoe industry’s manual (page 22). And environmental
historian Jared Farmer contemplates the history of California’s eucalyptus trees,
which began with the first imports from Australia in the 1850s (page 18). Just as
borrowed views are part of a Chinese garden, eucalyptus trees are a permanent
fixture of the state’s landscape.
ITH THIS ISSUE, THE HUNTINGTON

MATT STEVENS
Above: Eucalyptus globulus. Drawing by Patty Lawson Christ. Opposite page, upper left: Porgy and Bess
program, 1941. Courtesy of Mayme A. Clayton Library and Museum. Right: Business logo, ca. 1910.
Jack London papers, Huntington Library. Lower left: Rachel Schmidt Jabaily holding a specimen of Puya olivacea near Vallegrande, Bolivia, March 2006. Photo by Roberto Vásquez.
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Rogier van der Weyden’s Madonna and Child, ca. 1460. Huntington Art Collections.
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The Full Picture
UNFOLDING THE RICH HISTORY OF A PAINTING
by Joyce Lovelace

A

ROUND 1460, THE FLEMISH MASTER

Rogier van der Weyden painted a tenderly
maternal Mary holding the infant Jesus, who
playfully grasps a clasp of a finely bound volume, probably a Book of Hours. In its present-day home
at The Huntington, this exquisite Madonna and Child is a
jewel among jewels, and though perhaps not well known
to most visitors, it is a highlight of the holdings, on par
with such iconic works as Pinkie or Blue Boy.
It has also seemed something of a glorious anomaly
here: a masterpiece of 15th-century Netherlandish art in
a collection noted for strength in secular British and French
art of the 18th and early 19th centuries. Underscoring its
contextual isolation, the painting has up to now hung
with the rest of the Arabella D. Huntington Memorial
Collection in the west wing of the Library, where the
display focused on its successful cleaning and conservation
by the Getty Museum.
Lately out on loan, however, this significant work has
been presented in a richly revealing new light — or more
accurately, an old one.
Madonna and Child (or Virgin and Child, as it is alternately known) originated as the left half of a diptych —
a two-panel painting hinged to open and close like a book.
The complete object could stand open on a table or altar
in a private chapel, or even in the private chamber of its
owner. In the last years of his life, Rogier (1399/1400–1464)
developed a type of “devotional” diptych that combined
an image of the Virgin Mother and Child with a facing
portrait of the patron who had commissioned the painting.
Considered among his finest works, they were intended
to aid intense prayer.
The Huntington’s picture is an example of this important
genre, paired with a likeness of a young Belgian nobleman
named Philippe de Croÿ, identifiable by his family arms
painted on the reverse of his portrait. As with many multipanel paintings over the centuries, the two halves became
separated, probably in the course of trade, and the de Croÿ
portrait is today in the Koninklijk Museum voor Schone
Kunsten (Royal Fine Arts Museum) in Antwerp, which

acquired it in 1841. Arabella Huntington purchased
Madonna and Child in 1907, and two years after her death
in 1924 it became part of the memorial collection that her
husband Henry established in her name.
Shown together once during the 20th century, in a 1927
exhibition of Flemish and Belgian art at Burlington House,
London, the two paintings were recently reunited in “Prayers
and Portraits: Unfolding the Netherlandish Diptych,” which
opened in November 2006 at the National Gallery of Art
in Washington, D.C., and recently concluded at the Royal

Madonna and Child originated
as the left half of a diptych —
a two-panel painting hinged
to open and close like a book.
Fine Arts Museum.The first exhibition devoted to the
subject, it presented 36 diptychs from the 1400s and 1500s
by leading artists such as Jan van Eyck, Hans Memling, and
Michel Sittow.
“Rogier is one of the great painters of the 15th century,
and also one of the most influential,” says John Oliver Hand,
curator of northern Renaissance paintings at the National
Gallery and an organizer of the show. “He is a supremely
rational artist, very careful, intricate, wonderfully precise.
He’s also a master of composition. He knows what he wants
to do, and he does things for a reason.There’s a kind of
abstract elegance to the design of his paintings; they’re very
linear.”The combination of Madonna and Child and Philippe
de Croÿ is, he says, a superb example of the master’s painterly
skill. Displayed in a gallery along with other magnificent
works,“it’s the star of that room, and one of the stars of the
show,” Hand commented during the exhibit’s Washington
run. “You walk in, and it grabs you.”
HUNTINGTON FRONTIERS
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The Huntington’s Madonna and Child reunited with Philippe de Croÿ. Huntington Art Collections and the Koninklijk Museum voor Schone Kunsten, Antwerp.

When the renovated Huntington Gallery reopens next
year, Madonna and Child will be displayed in a new installation of the Arabella D. Huntington Memorial Collection,
hung with other Netherlandish altarpieces and close to
Italian altarpieces. In this context viewers will be able to
engage with this powerfully realistic work in the way the
artist intended, “through empathy with the humanity of
God made man — with Mary as a real mother — so that
faith becomes part of real life, not something remote and
otherworldly,” says John Murdoch, Hannah and Russel

Kully Director of Art Collections at The Huntington. “As
with all religious art, it’s important to remember that this
is an object of personal devotion, maybe even veneration.
We shall have it with other similar objects, so that you will
see it in a much more meaningful, human, and social context — one which I hope will enable people to relate to
it as a document of human spirituality as well as of the
highest aesthetic interest.” m
Joyce Lovelace is a freelance writer on art and design.

“Prayers and Portraits: Unfolding the Netherlandish Diptych” was organized by the National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.,
and the Koninklijk Museum voor Schone Kunsten, Antwerp, in association with the Harvard University Art Museums, Cambridge.
The Huntington’s Madonna and Child can be viewed when the Huntington Gallery reopens to the public in May 2008. It also
will be part of a forthcoming exhibition of Rogier van der Weyden monographs in the artist’s hometown of Tournai, Belgium, in
2010. This second exhibition will look at Rogier’s development as an artist and his place in the crosscurrents of influence between
northern and southern Europe during the Renaissance.
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The Stuff of Dreams
A BURGEONING NEW LIBRARY PUTS THE FINE ART OF COLLABORATION INTO PRACTICE
by Traude Gomez-Rhine

M

AYME CLAYTON HAD A DREAM. When

she died last October, she placed its fate
firmly in her son Avery’s hands. Entrusted
with his mother’s vast archive of black
Americana, Clayton has set out to create the Mayme A.
Clayton Library and Museum in Los Angeles.
But how does one individual accomplish such a monumental task? Where would Clayton build his library? How
would he move the entire collection from his mother’s
property in the West Adams district and make it available
to researchers and the public alike? The contents in the
house and garage alone took up 680 boxes, and two off-site
storage units were filled to capacity.
Clayton was trained as an artist, not an archivist. He’d
spent his career teaching elementary and high school students, not building libraries or museum spaces. Aware of his
limitations and realizing that success hinged on his ability to
acquire expertise, he began soliciting advice from curators
and other experts at a number of area institutions, including
The Huntington.“I knew that I didn’t know,” he says.“And
in the beginning I wasn’t sure if I could do the right thing
by the collection, and by my mother.”
Thus, over the past few years Clayton has developed
relationships with The Huntington, the Skirball Cultural
Center, UCLA, and USC (which is digitizing films from
the collection).The Library of Congress even flew curators
out to Los Angeles in January to help survey the collection.
Sara S. “Sue” Hodson, curator of literary manuscripts
for The Huntington, was somewhat skeptical when she first
talked with Clayton about his plan. Because of the colossal
nature of such an undertaking, it’s unusual for individuals
to set out to establish their own research library or museum
— and succeed. “But after a half hour of conversation, I
believed otherwise from his passion and commitment,” she
says. “Avery’s been able to get important people on board
at critical moments.”
As Clayton began working on the project, several
institutions tried to persuade him to donate or sell his
collection — if not in its entirety then in choice lots that
could be separated by any number of stand-alone categories:

Huntington Literary Manuscripts Curator Sara S. “Sue” Hodson and Avery
Clayton review materials for a 2009 exhibition on the Harlem Renaissance in
Los Angeles. Photo by Don Milici.
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A selection of Clayton items related to the Harlem Renaissance: Left: Portrait
of activist and writer W.E.B. DuBois, ca. 1925 (signed). Opposite: Program
of George Gershwin’s opera Porgy and Bess, 1941. Below: The marquee of
the Bill Robinson Theater on Central Avenue, Los Angeles, ca. 1933. The
theater was owned by entertainer Bill “Bojangles” Robinson and was a showcase for the works of black filmmakers. Courtesy of Mayme A. Clayton
Library and Museum.

30,000 rare and first-edition books (many of which are
signed), representing nearly every writer from the Harlem
Renaissance; 16-mm films made by black filmmakers,
including rare silent reels; 75,000 photographs; and tens
of thousands of documents and correspondence, journals,
cartoons, magazines, and playbills.
Josh Sides, a professor of history at California State
University, Northridge, did scholarly research at The
Huntington while working on his 2004 book, L.A. City
Limits: African American Los Angeles from the Great Depression
to the Present. Sides says the addition of the Clayton Library

to Southern California will prove invaluable to scholars
who usually have had to travel outside the state to find a
comparable collection. “Having such a concentration of
African American artifacts right here is very exciting,” he
says. “I plan to send my students to the archive in droves.”
The Clayton collection dovetails nicely with The
Huntington’s significant Western collections, which are
rich in the history of the trans-Mississippi West and the
development of Southern California. Clayton highlights
include black western films, Flash magazines from the
1920s and ‘30s, and many items showing the impact of
the Harlem Renaissance on Southern California early
in the 20th century.
Hodson says it wouldn’t be inappropriate for a collection
such as Clayton’s to come to The Huntington, but she agrees
that it should be housed in its own facility. “Within our
profession, the higher ethic is to ensure that a collection is
in its right home, no matter how much we may lust after
such a staggering archive,” she says.“In this case it will have
a greater symbolic impact to have it all together in a facility that focuses entirely on African American culture.The
library will honor Clayton’s mother and her enormous
effort; it will serve as a magnet for other collections.”

[ WORK IN PROGRESS ]

Huntington staff and curators have embraced Clayton’s
vision and are collaborating in ways that will highlight both
collections.To this end, Clayton has worked closely with
Hodson and Huntington educator Jennifer Phillips to create
The Huntington’s “Dreams Fulfilled” series, which for the
past two years has examined the artistic and cultural contributions of black Americans. Clayton was on the planning
committee for the inaugural program in 2006 and exhibited
some of his mother’s items throughout the series, a project

Huntington staff and curators have
embraced Clayton’s vision and
are collaborating in ways that
will highlight both collections.
that proved an invaluable learning experience.“I was amazed
by the level of care Huntington curators brought to the
materials,” he says. “I learned so much about mounting a
literary exhibition, such as preparing the documentation
for the audience and identifying teaching opportunities.”
That first series included a panel discussion on the Clayton
collection, with Mayme Clayton in one of her last public
appearances.
“Dreams Fulfilled,” in fact, brought together the talents
and resources of a number of community members who
hadn’t previously worked with The Huntington. Pasadena
organizer and volunteer Lena Kennedy, for instance, made
significant contributions to the inaugural series by securing
funding for the project. “Having great diversity within the
collections is important, but equally important is having
diversity on the Huntington campus with patrons and
visitors,” Kennedy says. “With ‘Dreams Fulfilled,’The
Huntington brings in a new audience that otherwise
may not be exposed to everything the institution offers.”
Clayton is preparing for the audience that will someday
use his materials.“I’m using The Huntington as my model
for a research library,” he says. Hodson toured the building
that Clayton secured for the collection — a former courthouse in Culver City — and ticked off a checklist of
logistical concerns. “Sue made me much more aware of
security issues,” admitted Clayton. “We have many rare
and out-of-print books and many documents that predate
emancipation. Sue impressed upon me the importance of
having a top-notch security system in place, about making
sure the collection is accessible but safe.”

The collaboration continues. In 2009, Hodson and
Clayton will jointly curate an exhibition at The Huntington
on the Harlem Renaissance in Los Angeles. Among items
likely to be showcased from the Clayton collection are letters of Josephine Baker and Pearl Bailey, rare movie posters
from black films, and a 1905 copy of the African American
newspaper The Pasadena Banner.The Huntington will show
items from the papers of writer Langston Hughes, composer
Harold Bruce Forsythe, and the First Negro Classic Ballet.
Hodson looks forward to this and other opportunities to
work together.“Archivists operate in networks, and though
we are often competitive for collections, we are also enthusiastic about helping one another,” she says. m

Traude Gomez-Rhine is a staff writer at The Huntington.
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A REAL CLIFFHANGER
My year pursuing puyas in the Andes
By Rachel Schmidt Jabaily

I

N SOME OF THE HIGHEST REACHES OF THE ANDES , the air is so thin that
hummingbirds cease to hover and instead cling to the fuzzy columns of puya
plants while feeding on the abundant nectar produced by otherworldly colored
flowers. I, too, have found myself breathing the thin air of the Andes and clinging to the remarkable plants as I tracked down specimens in South America while
doing research for my doctoral thesis.
My quest actually began two years ago, when I came to The Huntington to get
my first glimpse of puyas. I was wrapping up my first year of graduate work at the
University of Wisconsin, having immersed myself in the field of systematic botany,
or the organization and evolution of plant diversity. My colleagues and I construct
the relationships between species, genera, or other taxonomic units, and then interpret
this phylogeny — a “family tree” of sorts — to tell stories about evolution.We try
to figure out how plants adapted or diversified in the past, all the while wondering
how current environmental changes might trigger future adaptation. I was already
enamored of bromeliads — a large neotropical family of plants that include puyas

as well as pineapples, Spanish moss, and
many houseplants, but I wanted to
focus on a genus that would be manageable as a graduate-level project.
When I caught The Huntington’s
spectacular puya bloom following the
particularly wet winter of 2005, I
knew I had settled on my group.
Puyas are the most ubiquitous and
charismatic group of bromeliads in the
high Andean regions called the páramo
and puna, grass-dominated ecosystems.
(The páramo is farther north and is
wetter than the puna.) The plants are
spectacular when flowering.When their
flowers are spent, the petals twist into
a tight spiral, perhaps to protect the
developing seeds. Most of the plants
are quite large (three to six feet tall or
more when in bloom) and can easily
be seen from the road, a plus when
paying a taxi driver by the hour to
take you collecting.The plants are also
entirely terrestrial, hence no need to
climb trees, though they do tend to love
hanging off particularly precarious road
cuts or cliffs.
The Huntington Desert Garden
has been around for 100 years and has
an excellent collection of mature puya
specimens, primarily from Chile,
Argentina, and Bolivia. These plants

Most of the plants are
quite large and can easily
be seen from the road, a
plus when paying a taxi
driver by the hour to take
you collecting.
were collected in an era free of restrictions that now govern the movement
of plants from one country to another.
In today’s world, I first had to fill out
innumerable forms and befriend any
number of people via the Internet

who could help me navigate the startlingly complex — or alternatively nonexistent — environmental bureaucracy
of various countries.
My goal was to collect in the wild
as many species of Puya as possible.
More specifically, I would press and
dry leaves and flowers, putting small

large size and spiny leaves, puyas are
extremely hard to press and mount
on the standard-sized papers used in
herbaria, or plant libraries. The more
than 200 recognized species are relatively poorly studied and undercollected in almost their entire ranges, and for
many species little is known beyond

Opposite: Puya atra on a hillside above Comarapa, Bolivia. Photo by Rachel Schmidt Jabaily. Above:
Jabaily proudly holds a specimen of Puya asplundii outside the Cotacachi Cayapas Ecological Reserve in
Ecuador in October 2006. In April she took a break from her travels to catch The Huntington’s 21
species of Puya in bloom. Her experience in South America helped her clarify the identifications of several specimens in the Desert Garden. During her fellowship she also conducted experiments on the growth
and variation of the plants. Photo by Edwin Narvaez.

sections of leaf in silica gel for later
DNA extraction.After sequencing their
DNA, I could tell stories about the evolution of the group. How is this group
related to other bromeliads and how
are the various species — with different body shapes and floral displays —
related to each other? Can knowledge
of evolutionary history explain or predict certain physical attributes of the
plants? Where and when did this group
originate and under what geological
and ecological conditions did it evolve?
Of course there are drawbacks to
collecting this group. Because of their

the description of the plant and a few
localities. Perhaps most difficult for
me, puyas live across an immense span
of land, from the bogs of Costa Rica
through the Gran Sabana of Venezuela,
throughout much of the Andes up to
14,500 feet in elevation and down to
the coast of central Chile. Each of the
countries has its own plant collecting
rules, transportation infrastructure, and
a variety of quirks that makes fieldwork both delightful and frustrating.
By the time I set my itinerary for my
travels, I knew I had my work cut out
for me.
HUNTINGTON FRONTIERS
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up in pastures well beyond the cliffs
and high elevations of their earlier
recorded habitats. Other species of
Puya are threatened by human activities, but that would be seen more
obviously in Ecuador.
My first trip to Bolivia was short but
gave me the confidence I needed for
subsequent trips to other countries,
where I would have to assume a greater
role in planning the trips. I had collected 10 different species in just a few
days. I knew I had to make plans to
return to find the other 50 or so in
the higher and drier puna region.

The Huntington Desert
Garden has been around
for 100 years and has an
excellent collection of
mature puya specimens,
primarily from Chile,
Argentina, and Bolivia.

Puya chilensis at The Huntington grows as tall as 15 feet. Photo by Lisa Blackburn.

BOLIVIA, MARCH 2006
Roberto Vásquez, an expert on orchids
and bromeliad flora, picked me up at
the airport in Santa Cruz. I didn’t realize at the time how lucky I was to be
with a local expert who could drive
his own vehicle. He has worked in
many areas of Bolivian business and
currently owns a large and successful
dairy farm outside Santa Cruz, which
leaves him with lots of time to pursue
his real passion. Many times in my travels throughout South America I met
talented botanists who have careers in
other areas,presumably because it is very
difficult to make a living as a biologist.
We drove throughout the Department of Santa Cruz alongside the lush
1 0 Spring/ Summer 2007

vegetation that marks the transition
from lowland forests to the higher
Andean puna. Bolivia has a much
lower population density than other
countries I would visit, and the roads
were mostly empty save for occasional
livestock as we traveled up lush
mountainsides and down into dry
valleys full of giant cactus.
I was surprised to learn that several
of the Puya species in Santa Cruz were
expanding their range as a result of
deforestation. Puya plants can be completely shaded out by dense forests;
they grow best in open grasslands.
Since much of the original forests have
been cleared for grazing land, Puya
atra and P. nana have begun to spring

ECUADOR, OCTOBER 2006
Fall kicked off with my preliminary
exams, freeing me for the rest of the
semester to pursue my research in
earnest. I had spent a lot of time with
the Bolivian specimens, interspersing
my study of Puya characteristics with
a quick trip to The Huntington in the
spring. I was beginning to get a sense
of the “species concept” in Puya, or
the breakdown of individual plants
with varied morphological characteristics into distinct species that interbreed and behave as biological units. I
tested this knowledge in the field in
Ecuador as I collected several species
that could be considered distinct or
similar to other species, depending on
how I looked at them.
After spending a week in Quito
acclimating to the 9,100-foot elevation,

I joined my counterpart Edwin Narvaez
of the Quito Botanical Garden on a bus
trip north to the cool, wet páramo of El
Angel on the Colombian border.The
most prominent plants in this high grassy
land were the frailejones, or Espeletia
plants — tall, fuzzy members of the
sunflower family. Interspersed among
them were giant, spiny rosettes of Puya
hamata, the largest species in Ecuador.
This species is monocarpic, meaning it dies after flowering and does not
produce vegetative offshoots like most
other Puya species and many other
garden plants. So to get a sample of it,
we essentially had to kill this majestic
plant, which had been growing for at
least 30 years, judging from its size.
To keep things in perspective, cutting one plant down does far less damage than the local practice of burning
the páramo. Hundreds of acres of this
rare landscape are burned every year,
in part to maximize grazing opportunities but also because the local people
believe fire brings rain. While some
plants survive and even thrive following a burning, others, including this
type of large puya, do not. Even though
this particular region is protected, a
shortage of government workers here
and elsewhere makes it difficult to enforce the law among the burgeoning
highland population.
I am still hopeful. My host families
appreciated the beauty of the puya
samples that I hauled back in sacks
after a long day in the field. After
hacking away at the giant plants with a
machete — preserving the least amount
of plant material in my press to capture
the key characteristics of the species
— I had mounds of flowers and plants
left over. I gave whole plants to the
women to transplant in their gardens,
and I gave the flowers to the children,
telling them in my childlike Spanish
about the colibri (hummingbird) that
drinks from the flowers and the oso de
anteojos (spectacled bear) who loves to

tear apart the plants to eat the sugary
leaf sheaths.
The Ecuadorian trip was a complete success. We collected almost all
of the 35 species known in the country and caught more than half of them
in flower. I now had a good sampling
of plants from the wetter páramo
ecosystem, and I was eager to compare
them to puyas from drier ecosystems
farther south.

ARGENTINA, NOVEMBER 2006
I reunited with my new husband of four
months for a quick but much needed
Thanksgiving holiday in the United
States.We then flew to Córdoba,Argentina,with Diego Gutierrez,an Argentine
botanist studying small highland sunflowers. Diego did not drive, so my
husband got behind the wheel of our
rental car in Córdoba’s midday traffic.

Traveling was a joy once we were
out of the city, barreling past the stunning mountains, vineyards, and cactusfilled quebradas (dry valleys) of northwest
Argentina. Collecting, though, was a
different story. In Ecuador, I had a puya
book complete with GPS locations
compiled by rose exporter and major
bromeliad aficionado José Manzanares.
In Argentina, however, some species
had only been collected by hardy
botanists on mule train in the 1930s.
It soon became apparent why: there
are very few roads in the mountains
of western Argentina, since the
majority of the population lives in the
lowlands. Sometimes the best I had to
go on was the name of a nearby town
or mountain range. I despaired in
realizing that there were no roads to
take us the additional 5,000 feet of
elevation to the plants’ habitat.

Puya venusta in Zapallar, Chile. Photo by Rachel Schmidt Jabaily.

On another collecting day, on a
search for the one known population
of hairy yellow-flowered Puya yakespala,
we couldn’t get low enough.We were
in the high, dry puna grassland just
south of the Bolivian border, feeling
the effects of the altitude and dodging
the occasional sheep or llama herd
crossing the road.We started on a road
that quickly deteriorated to one lane
hanging off the side of improbable
cliffs. I’d been on similar roads in
Ecuador but had managed to nap
through it all since it was the taxi driver’s job to worry about such things.
But when it is your husband driving
your rental car, sleep is not an option.
We crept along for more than 20 miles
before we saw the monstrous plant
(without flowers, though).At day’s end
we were tired but triumphant, with
DNA and pressed leaves in the car.
The sheep-spine stew we had for our
victory dinner was a tasty reward.
Even so, I found only eight species
in Argentina, several of which are living
at The Huntington. I finally came to
the realization that collecting all the
species of Puya for my thesis was not
going to be possible. I also realized that
if I scaled back my ambitious project, I
could still get a basic sense of evolution
within the group. Future botanists can
help fill in the rest.

CHILE, DECEMBER 2006
From Córdoba, we flew over Aconcagua, the highest mountain in the
New World (22,841 feet), to Santiago,
Chile, rented another car, and headed
north up the spectacular coastline.
Central Chile has a climate and vegetation very similar to that of coastal
California. The six Puya species in
Chile are unique in that they grow at
very low elevations and generally are
abundant and easy to find. They also
are very well represented at The
Huntington. While it might be
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tempting to extract DNA from specimens in a botanical garden, fieldwork
assures the genetic purity of samples
while giving me the opportunity to take
notes on habitat and morphological
variation. As I wrapped up my 2006
travels I looked forward to collecting
samples from the remaining countries
I hoped to visit: Peru, Colombia,
Venezuela, along with a return trip to
Bolivia.
The most perfect day of collecting
was in the swanky beach town of
Zapallar, north of Viña del Mar. Below
the mansions and sprawling gardens,
past the little shack selling fresh seafood, and next to the nesting area of
flocks of cormorants and pelicans, was
a peninsula covered in shiny purpleflowered Puya venusta.
The plants were in full bloom, surrounded by colorful songbirds, small
iridescent wasps, and the largest species
of hummingbird on earth, Patagonia
gigas. This rather dull-colored bird is
about the size of a house finch but has
very long wings.The birds seemed to

appreciate the break from hovering
offered by the perches of long tips of
Puya chilensis growing nearby. It had
been my dream to see these birds pollinating puyas, and now they were our
companions as we drew in closer to
the magnificent Chilean specimens. m

Rachel Schmidt Jabaily is a doctoral candidate
in botany at the University of Wisconsin,
Madison. As a Mayers Fellow, she helped
identify puyas in The Huntington’s Desert
Garden in April 2007. She is the first
botanist to receive a fellowship from The
Huntington’s Research Division.

A specimen of Puya venusta from The Huntington. The Desert Garden has five out of the six puya plants
native to Chile. Photo by Lisa Blackburn.

Breathing Life
into the
Chinese
Garden
A thoughtful process
reveals an elegant name
by T. June Li

I

N CHINESE TRADITION, the
naming of a garden represents
the critical touch that brings it
to life. It is like the practice of
inking pupils onto the eyes of a painted
dragon, sparking instant movement. On
the eve of completing the first phase of
the Chinese Garden, The Huntington
has selected a name that signifies the
garden’s physical as well as poetic
dimensions: Liu Fang Yuan (
),
or Garden of Flowing Fragrance.
As befits the measured, scholarly
approach of the institution, staff and
members of The Huntington’s governing Board of Overseers met with the
Chinese Garden’s advisory committee.
Together they engaged in more than a
year of research, as well as discussions
both serious and jovial, before choosing
the name. The three members of the
committee are Wan-go H.C. Weng,
collector, scholar, poet, author, and filmmaker; Richard Strassberg, professor of
Chinese at the University of California,
Los Angeles; and Yang Ye, professor of
comparative literature at the University
of California, Riverside. They spent
countless hours looking into poetic
names for the garden and discussing
their relevance to The Huntington.

The Huntington’s
name for its Chinese
Garden describes the
wonderful offerings
of the plants within.
That deliberate process underscores
The Huntington’s consistent approach
to this immense project: to follow as
closely as possible the authentic tradition of Chinese garden culture. Not
only were materials such as garden
rocks and stone-carved designs shipped
over from China, but stone craftsmen
also came to create the lake and bridges
for the garden, and others are here
through November to assemble the
pavilions.
Choosing poetic names for a garden
and its individual scenic sites is part of
that tradition. The practice is reflected
in an amusing chapter from a popular
18th-century novel, Cao Xueqin’s The
Story of the Stone, also known as The
Dream of the Red Chamber.

Left: Sketch of camellias by Pei-fang Liang Wang. It is one of six patterns carved into the wood doors of
the tea shop. Below, left to right: Yang Ye, Richard Strassberg, and June Li in discussion in the Chinese
Garden. Opposite: Wan-go H.C. Weng’s calligraphy served as the model for the relief stone carving of
the Chinese name, Liu Fang Yuan. The characters are read right to left, as they will appear above the
entrance to the garden. Previous page: Chinese magnolias in bloom. Photos by Lisa Blackburn.
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Jia Zheng, the wealthy owner of a
large estate, had just completed the
building of a new garden for a visit by
his daughter, an imperial concubine.All
that was lacking were poetic verses and
names to enhance various scenic spots.
Jia says, “All those prospects and
pavilions — even the rocks and trees
and flowers — will seem somehow
incomplete without that touch of
poetry which only the written word
can lend a scene.”
Thereupon Jia ventures forth into
the garden with a group of resident
scholars and his precocious young son
to create poetic names for different
scenic sites. Their witty banter about
merits and drawbacks, as well as the
relevance of literary references for each
notable spot, provides valuable insight
into the intimate relationship between
literature and gardens.
A similarly close bond exists between
literature and painting. In fact, gardens
were always seen as three-dimensional
paintings. Painters designed many celebrated gardens of the 16th and 17th
centuries, the golden age of gardens in
China. Ji Cheng, author of the earliestknown manual on garden-building,
The Craft of Gardens (published between
1631 and 1634), was a painter. He
wrote that the most desirable garden
design combined natural scenic beauty
and expressive poetic descriptions from
the heart. Thus he was treating the
garden as a painting on which poetic
inscriptions provide deeper meaning
and emotional expression to enhance
the painted composition.
Just as titles were given to paintings, each important garden estate was
given a name by its owner to highlight the special characteristics of the
garden.The name could reveal to the
visitor not only what wonders lay within, but also reflect the owner’s taste or
his outlook on life.

What’s in a Name?
In offering his advice for naming the Chinese Garden, Yang Ye couldn’t help thinking about the cultural differences between the Chinese
and Western traditions. Regarding the Western tradition, the professor
of comparative literature at UC Riverside is always reminded of
Shakespeare. “What’s in a name?” asks Juliet. “That which we call a
rose by any other name would smell as sweet.”
But according to Confucius, explains Ye, “If a name is not correct,
speech will not flow smoothly. It will even imperil the harmony of all
under heaven.”
Ye was one of three scholars invited by Chinese Garden Curator
June Li to help select a name for the Chinese Garden. He suggested that
the correctness of a name might be measured in the difference between
two Chinese terms: ya and su. Ya has many different meanings and
connotations and could be rendered as refined, civilized, cultivated,
elegant, graceful, or educated. Su, on the other hand, could be rendered
as unrefined, obvious, vulgar, or inelegant.
One of the best examples of the contrast between the two terms
comes in a scene from The Story of the Stone, the classic 18th-century
novel by Cao Xueqin.
As Jia Zheng, the patriarch, leads a number of resident scholars
through his garden, he hears rather common, or su, suggestions for
names. For a steep, miniature mountain at the entrance, for example,
they offer such names as “Emerald Heights,” “Embroidery Hill,” or
“Little Censer” (after the Censer Peak in Jiangxi). Dissatisfied with these
names, Jia turns to his son, Baoyu, who follows the principle that “to
recall old things is better than to invent new ones; and to recut an
ancient text is better than to engrave a modern.” He suggests “Pathway
to Mysteries” after the line in Tang poet Chang Jian’s famous poem on
a mountain temple (“A path winds upwards to mysterious places”). The
ya wins out.
Underlying the narrative is a reminder that the process of naming
is as important as the name itself. Ye and his fellow advisers hope they
have followed in Baoyu’s footsteps.
—Matt Stevens

Poetic inscriptions enhance the composition of paintings and gardens. In this hanging scroll, the artist wrote:
“In the study of surrounding green sits an eccentric man happily retired from society / Stringed instruments,
paintings, history books, and ink stone are next to him. To know how this place exudes both tranquility
and joyousness / Try looking at the fresh growth of bamboo and trees before the window.” Pavilion
Among Trees by Wen Nan (1596–1667), China, Qing dynasty. From the Wan-go H.C. Weng collection.
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For example, the name of a garden
in Suzhou is Liu Yuan, or Garden for
Lingering, and evokes a pleasurable
place that offers a setting for leisure,
enjoyment, and contemplation.Another
famous Suzhou garden, the Zhuo
Zheng Yuan, or Garden of the Artless
Administrator, bears a name that implies
a retreat for one who was proudly at
odds with the ways of the world and
scorned the artifices used by politicians
and diplomats.The Huntington’s name
for its Chinese Garden, Liu Fang Yuan,
describes the wonderful offerings of the
plants within.
The term liu fang, “flowing fragrance,” has an ancient beginning. It
was first used by Cao Zhi (192-232)
in his famous Rhapsody on the Luo River
Goddess. Describing the goddess, Cao
says:“She treads in the strong pungency
of pepper-plant paths/Walks through
clumps of scented flora, allowing their
fragrance to flow.” This exhilarating use
of the term to describe the scattering
of floral scents perfectly characterizes
the sensory delight of botanical aromas
that permeate the Chinese Garden.
At The Huntington, the fragrance
of pine trees, plums, lotus, among many
plants, commingle and drift subtly over
the waters of the lake, spreading
throughout the garden. Fang, defined
in early Chinese dictionaries as “fragrance from all plants,” is sometimes
used interchangeably to describe blossoms. Since native Chinese plants were
the initial inspiration for building the
garden, this multipurpose reference is
perfectly fitting.
However, the Chinese fondness for
layered meanings, wordplay, and literary
references makes this name even more
desirable. The word liu ( ), or “flowing,” has the same sound as another liu
( ), meaning “lingering.” This allows
for playing on the meaning of liu. So
Liu Fang Yuan can also mean Garden
of Lingering Fragrance. Fang, or “fragrance,” is also often used to connote

virtue, something that The Huntington,
with its research and educational mission, hopes to hold and impart.
In addition, liu fang, or “flowing fragrance,” is the name of a famous Ming
painter, Li Liufang (1575-1629), known
for his lyrical landscapes and refined
style.The name of the garden pays homage to this admired artist and subliminally links the Chinese Garden to him
and the elegant taste he represented.
Master craftsmen in Suzhou have
carved the characters for Liu Fang Yuan
in stone for placement above the main
entrance gate to the Chinese Garden,
close to the tea house complex. It is an
auspicious honor that Wan-go H.C.
Weng, the most senior advisory com-

mittee member, agreed to write these
characters for the garden. A practitioner of calligraphy since his youth,
he is a modern version of a Chinese
man of letters, or wenren: a highly cultivated person well-versed in poetry,
painting, and calligraphy. He comes
from an illustrious family of scholar
officials — his great-great-grandfather
being the imperial tutor and statesman
Weng Tonghe (1830-1904). Weng, who
immigrated to the United States more
than 50 years ago, is completely accustomed to living in both China and
America, and understands both cultures thoroughly.
So,in many ways,the name Liu Fang
Yuan connects the Chinese Garden at

The Huntington to the scholarly traditions of China. It also transforms it
from a project to a destination.When
visitors come to Liu Fang Yuan, they
will be stepping into a painting complete with poetic inscriptions. m

T. June Li is curator of the Chinese Garden.

Choosing a Name
The Huntington will also be selecting names for the various
structures and scenic sites within the garden, whether
they be the composed views of bridges or “borrowed
scenery” such as the San Gabriel Mountains peeking
through the branches of a tree. Noted calligraphers will
be invited to write these names, which craftsmen will
then carve onto bamboo plaques or stone. Richard
Strassberg, a professor of Chinese at UCLA and adviser
to June Li on the naming process, noted four principal
characteristics of the naming process:
THEMATIC COHERENCE
The individual “scenes” in a garden should coalesce
around a particular theme. If it is a private garden, then
the names often reflect the personality of the owner. If it
is an imperial garden, those gardens are a microcosm
of the universe and are representations in miniature of
the empire. And if it is an institution such as a Buddhist
or Daoist temple, very often the names relate to the religious
system of that institution. The Huntington, long steeped
in the botanical sciences, has chosen the theme of plants.

or meditation. Other buildings might be intended as
viewing spots or transitional spaces. The names of each
structure should reflect the function of the building.
GUIDING PERCEPTION
Oftentimes the builder of a garden attempts to guide the
senses of the visitor, whether it be sight, sound, or scent.
Liu Fang Yuan, or Garden of Flowing Fragrance, reflects
the intention to provide the visitor with a meaningful
sensory experience.
SEQUENTIAL MARKERS
Gardens provide a kind of narrative sequence. If the visitor
is at the entrance, the name might suggest a welcome
or greeting. In a middle section, one might encounter a
whole host of choreographed experiences — openness,
confinement, surprise, or quiescence — that can be
encapsulated in a corresponding line of verse. Together,
the names along the paths of a garden create a kind of
story or travelogue.
– M.S.

ARCHITECTURAL FUNCTION OF BUILDINGS
Gardens are often accompanied by a number of buildings
or pavilions. Are the buildings social spaces? Private spaces?
Or perhaps one building is intended for contemplation

California’s love-hate relationship
with eucalyptus trees
by Jared Farmer

A

Lisa Blackburn

PRIL 1970. The Beatles announce their breakup. U.S. forces gather for
the invasion of Cambodia. By most measures, the world had seen better days.
Using a slogan modified from John and Yoko — “Give Earth a Chance”
— students at some 1,500 American schools prepare for a nationwide
Environmental Teach-In, better known as the first Earth Day.
In Ventura County, 50 tree-huggers from Moorpark College lie in front of bulldozers on
Los Angeles Avenue near Simi Valley. Even here, far away from Berkeley, “ecology-minded
students” (to use the words of the Los Angeles Times) could be found protesting the widening
of a tree-lined road.The police arrest 10. On April 22, the defendants are arraigned in juvenile
court. By the end of the week, the trees are gone.
What had been lost? Ancient redwoods? Historic oaks? Not quite. The trees in question
were Australian eucalyptus.
Since the 1850s, Californians had assisted a continuous introduction of eucalypts punctuated by two frenzied periods — one in the 1870s, the other from 1907 to 1913. Planters
believed variously that eucalypts would provide fuel, improve the weather, boost farm productivity, defeat malaria, preserve watersheds, and thwart a looming timber famine. First and
foremost, however, Californians planted the trees to domesticate and beautify the landscape,
to make it more green.
By the mid-20th century, the distinctive blue-green foliage of eucalyptus trees could be
seen all over the state. The Australian genus was far more prevalent than the redwood, the
official state tree, and scarcely less iconic.The immigrant plant had been naturalized in the

cultural sense: Californians adopted the
genus as an honorary native. In certain
areas of the state, meanwhile, the introduced plant became naturalized in the
biological sense: the eucalyptus trees
became self-reproducing forests.In time,
these two versions of naturalization
would come into conflict.
This arboreal story begins in San
Francisco after the Gold Rush. The
instant city — constructed with wood,
fenced with wood, heated with wood
— was located on a peninsular sand
dune. Local supplies of the magnificent
Coast Live Oak and even its scrawny
cousin, the Coastal Scrub Oak, rapidly
diminished. As early as 1860, a local
commentator lamented the loss of trees
from the coastal hills and mountains.
The oak lands of Oakland had been
“thinned and mutilated,” leaving the
firewood supply “almost exhausted.”
Californians wanted more than
replacement trees. From the beginning, the importation of non-native
flora was driven as much by aesthetic
desires as economic needs. Post–Gold
Rush Californians were not satisfied
with the existing landscape. It looked
unfinished. A land blessed with so
much sunshine, warmth, and fertility
demanded more greenery, flowers,
and shade.Where nature erred, settlers
could repair.
Of the many trees tested by Golden
State arborists, Eucalyptus became a
clear favorite. In the lowland regions
of California, the Australian genus benefited from ecological similarities and
dissimilarities — a familiar two-season,
fire-prone Mediterranean climate without all of the insects, birds, mammals,
and diseases that fed on eucalypts Down
Under.As a result, the trees grew unusually fast.
In the 19th century, Californians
overwhelmingly grew just one of the
roughly 800 Eucalyptus species, Tasmanian Blue Gum (Eucalyptus globulus).
“Globulus” means “little button” and

refers to the shape of the blue gum’s
flower cap (see drawing before page 1).
Piles of detached caps can be found
beneath any E. globulus, along with
copious leaf litter. The thin, sickleshaped mature leaves have distinctive
coloring — somewhat green, almost
blue, slightly gray. Their menthol smell
is equally memorable. This evergreen
— or ever-blue-green — species can
also be identified by its bark, which in
the summer and fall sheds in long ribbons. The magnificent blue gum is

From the beginning,
the importation of
non-native flora was
driven as much by
aesthetic desires as
economic needs.
quite possibly the messiest tree on earth.
More significantly, it is — with the
possible exception of redwoods — the
fastest sprouting tree on earth.
In the 19th century, E. globulus had
another perceived virtue. The fastgrowing tree was also a “fever-reducer.”
According to medical assumptions of
the time, malaria and other maladies
resulted from so-called bad air — an
infecting vapor that transpired from
overgrown bottomlands. In multiple
ways, eucalypts acted as a prophylaxis.
By soaking up water, they reduced the
size of miasmatic breeding grounds.
More importantly, their pungent leaves
and litter disinfected the soil and prevented unhealthful decomposition.As
they “inhaled,” these trees absorbed
the bad air and exchanged it with
“balsamic exhalations.”
In California, enthusiasm for the
“fever-tree” peaked in the early 1870s
with backing from health experts and
railroad managers.The sight of so many
healthy-looking trees inevitably inspired
dreams of profit. Soon the demand for

eucalyptus seeds had outpaced supply.
Farmers in the interior valleys tried
planting on their “wastelands” — the
dry or hilly or alkaline spots where
grain and vegetables would not grow.
Any profit from telegraph poles, railroad ties, and firewood would be a
bonus. By the late 1870s, the overlapping medical and commercial fads in
blue gums had transformed the look
of lowland California. In the words of
one grower, eucalyptus had become
the “tree of trees — its banners are
waving around our state and over all
our homes.”
E. globulus was not immune from
criticism, however. In 1877, a San
Francisco newspaper printed a satirical editorial:
In Australia, where this thing grows
wild, the country is so healthy that
people have to go to New Zealand
to commit suicide….This absurd
vegetable is now growing all over
this State. One cannot get out of
its sight. It asserts itself in long
twin ranks, between which the
traveler must run a sort of moral
gauntlet, and crops up everywhere
in independent ugliness. It defaces
every landscape with blotches of
blue, and embitters every breeze
with suggestions of an old woman’s
medicine chest. Let us have no
more of it.
Disenchantment only grew through
the mid-1880s. As eucalypts reached
maturity, planters reevaluated the benefits and costs of these huge, messy,
water-loving plants that could suck
wells dry and strangle nearby stonefruit trees with their aggressive roots.
To make matters worse, the wood did
not prove to be as enduring as advertised. Railroad ties cracked; poles rotted
in the ground.
Yet even as farmers turned against
the blue gum, urbanites — especially
HUNTINGTON FRONTIERS
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Eucalyptus deanii from The Huntington’s Australian Garden. Photo by Lisa Blackburn.

those in the Bay Area — embraced it
more. San Francisco, which dreamed
of becoming the Pacific equivalent of
New York City, planted fast-growing
seedlings (eucalypts as well as acacia,
tamarisk, and Monterey Pine) to transform an expansive tract of shifting sand
into Golden Gate Park.
In the sunny Southland, too, the
cultural elite favored trees, especially
Australian trees.Its colonies and ranchos
offered country living for city people.
The exemplar was Pasadena, where
people created gardens with eucalypts
rather than forests of eucalypts. Just three
years after moving to Pasadena in 1877,
Jeanne Carr had a collection of 120
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tree species at her arboretum (now the
site of the Norton Simon Museum).
Carr favored E. ficifolia, an undersized
tree with oversized red flowers.
A new phase in the history of
California eucalypts began abruptly
in 1907, when the U.S. Forest Service
raised an alarm about an impending
“hardwood famine.” Unless scientific
foresters intervened, the nation possessed only “about a 15 years’ supply.”
Oddly, this one statement in a seemingly obscure circular about the hardwood
supply of the Appalachian Mountains
had a singular and phenomenal influence on the California landscape. In
the words of historian Stephen Pyne,

“The resulting bubble was perhaps
rivaled only by the tulip mania that
swept 17th-century Holland.”
The “boom” of 1907–13 was qualitatively different from the “craze” of
the 1870s. Back then, horticulturists
hoped to complement their small,
diversified farms with beautifying and
climate-changing windbreaks. Blue
gums provided a nice side profit as
fuel wood, but their reason for existence was essentially noncommercial.
By contrast, the new blue gum prophets
did not care about health or beauty or
shade or essential oil or even firewood.
Their sole concern was saleable lumber.
Speculators, not farmers, led the way.
The promotional literature from the
period makes for amusing reading today.
Start-up companies lured investors with
promises such as “Forests Grown While
You Wait.” Investing in eucalypts was
purportedly as solid as the Rock of
Gibraltar.The Miracle Tree (or WonderTree or Tree of Hope or Tree of Fulfillment) offered more potential wealth
to California than the Gold Rush.
The end of the cult of the blue gum
can be dated to 1913. In the fall, the
industrial trade magazine The Hardwood
Record published a devastating report
written by H.D.Tiemann of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture’s Forest
Products Laboratory. Tiemann said
flatly that the eucalyptus industry in
California was based on fictions, delusions, and fallacies. Most California
eucalypts “cannot be regarded as lumber in any true sense,” he wrote. He
called it “near-lumber.” For commercial
utilization, every kind of Californiagrown eucalypt was more or less bad,
Tiemann said, but the worst of all was
the species used most, E. globulus.
And so most of the millions of
eucalypts planted in the state between
1907 and 1913 were never even cut.
The tree farms were largely abandoned.
Surprisingly, though, the end of the
boom did not end large-scale euca-

lyptus planting in California. Citrus
ranchers put in windbreaks to shield
their perishable crops from Santa Ana
winds.During the heyday of the Sunkist
orange, thousands of linear miles of
eucalyptus windbreaks could be seen
in Southern California.
Gum trees also dominated the landscaping of the region’s first two prominent urban parks: Balboa Park in San
Diego and Elysian Park in Los Angeles.
The region’s two largest arboretums
later added to the consensus about the
appropriateness of the introduced trees.
In the 1950s, the L.A. County Arboretum added a world-class Australian
section to its collections. Nearby,The
Huntington formally opened its
Australian Garden in 1964.
By the mid-20th century, California’s
eucalyptic landscape stretched from
Redding in the north to Yuma, Ariz.,
in the south. Sunset magazine publicized three sections of highways — two
from the 101, one from the 99 —
where an automobilist could drive an
entire day without ever losing sight of
a blue-green tree.
Throughout the state, the stands of
gums that lined the entrances to towns
became landmarks of home. Unfortunately, landmark trees often stood in
the way of modern roads, which required extra width for shoulders,
medians, and passing lanes.Thousands
of tall eucalypts fell during the long
process of turning the San Jose–Los
Angeles section of El Camino Real
into the four-lane US 101. Hoping to
postpone this outcome, supervisors in
Ventura County declared a section of
blue gums along the 101 a “cultural
landmark” in 1968.
In certain locations, notably the San
Fernando Valley, suburban homeowners
rallied to the defense of endangered
gums. In the postwar period, the number of eucalypts in Los Angeles County
and neighboring Orange County fell
dramatically as subdivisions replaced

citrus orchards. The blue gum windbreaks could not — like individual
orange trees — be incorporated into
tiny house lots. They had to be bulldozed. Homeowners in Canoga Park
staged a summer-long campaign in
1971 to save 142 old gums that added
beauty and shade to a local park.

An automobilist
could drive an entire
day without ever losing sight of a bluegreen tree.
In the 1970s, however, people’s ideas
about eucalypts began to change.The
same ecological thinking that inspired
Earth Day activists later caused environmentalists to reevaluate the place
of non-native species. Native-plant
enthusiasts enlarged their conception
of “weed” to include shrubs and trees.
By the 1990s, eucalypts had become
ecological pariahs in the Bay Area.
Here the former tree farms had naturalized in the biological sense — they

had become wild forests. Because these
forests grew in and around densely
populated areas, they presented a fire
hazard.The hazard became all too real
during the deadly Oakland–Berkeley
Hills firestorm of 1991.
Almost simultaneously, a series of
insect infestations caused massive dieoffs of old eucalypts throughout the
state. Ecologists and land managers
seized the moment to advocate selective habitat restoration.They wanted to
bring back pieces of the pre-settlement
California landscape, a place marked by
grasses more than trees,by browns more
than greens — and absolutely not by
blue-greens.
People who dare to defend California eucalypts with ecological support have one charismatic ally: the
Monarch butterfly. While Monarchs
are not endangered, the genetic pool
of long-distance migrators faces an
uncertain future because of habitat loss.
Migrating Monarchs overwinter in just
two areas: the eucalyptus belt of coastal
California and the forested volcanic
highlands of central Mexico. The
mountain destination is highly concentrated, whereas the coastal habitat

Highway near El Toro, Orange County, California, ca. 1930. Photo by Hogg. Automobile Club of
Southern California collection, Huntington Library.

consists of hundreds of scattered sites
from Mendocino to Ensenada.
From the Monarch’s point of view,
the introduction of eucalypts was a
wonderful boon. Unlike native pines,
cypresses, and redwoods, eucalypts are
flowering plants; better yet, they flower
in the winter, when the travel-weary
butterflies need nectar. Unlike the
California Sycamore — the only native
tree south of Big Sur that might have
hosted colonies — gum trees keep
their leaves year-round, providing better sites for attachment and protection.
In retrospect, introducing gums to
the Golden State was a beautiful mistake. In certain nature preserves and in
certain fire-prone neighborhoods it is
worth the effort to remove them or to
thin their numbers. But in other places
— especially highways, parks, and campuses — the non-native trees have
become vital elements of the California
scene.This is the only place outside of
Australia where eucalypts — like them
or not — remind people of home.
Their loss would be our loss. m

Jared Farmer is the Mellon Postdoctoral
Fellow with the Huntington-USC Institute
on California and the West for 2005–07.
This article is drawn from his book-inprogress, If Trees Could Speak: Peoples
and Plants in California.
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Foot in Mouth
THE TOOTHPICK’S SURPRISING DEBT TO THE SHOE
by Henry Petroski

T

HE TOOTHPICK IS A SINGLE OBJECT made of a single
material with, presumably, a single purpose.Anthropologists
tell us they have found fossilized teeth with grooves that
are inexplicable — unless we assume that people a couple
million years ago used something like a toothpick.There have been
examples of this found in Africa, Australia, North America, and just
about every continent in the world. So tooth picking, according to
the anthropologists, must be among the oldest habits known to man.
Tooth picking was also common in the ancient world. People in
Asia, Greece, and Rome carried toothpicks that we would associate
today with jewelry items — made of metal and worn around the
neck on a chain so they could always be well at hand.
One of the most common natural materials used for toothpicks
has been the goose quill.The feathers of geese and other birds had
been more important for making writing quills, but with the advent
of the steel pen, the quill was almost totally displaced by the 1860s.
So people who raised lots of geese — especially in countries like
France — had to look for possible new uses for their feathers.
Quill toothpick production became partially mechanized in the
latter part of the 19th century. But how could you be sure you were
getting a toothpick that was clean enough to put in your mouth? To
ensure this, a lot of “hygienic” quill toothpicks came to be individually wrapped, as are many wooden toothpicks today. But even when
wrapped, quill toothpicks didn’t age well.They became brittle, rendering them virtually useless.
Then along came the wooden toothpick, sending the quill into
certain obsolescence. Some of the oldest wooden toothpicks come
from Portugal, principally from the Mondego Valley, where there is still
a cottage industry of making them by hand from orangewood.The
toothpick extended naturally to Brazil — once a Portuguese colony —
especially to the state of Pernambuco, which had rich forest resources.
It was here that the story of an American toothpick empire began.
Charles Forster (1826–1901) was born into a prominent family
from the Boston area. As a young man he began working for an
uncle who owned an import-export business dealing in trade between
New England and Brazil.The younger Forster noticed that Brazilians
carved toothpicks by hand, but he thought the product could be made
more economically and efficiently by machine. His plan was to offer
up a little competition: he would manufacture wooden toothpicks
in New England and export them to Brazil. But Forster was not an

[ LESSONS LEARNED ]

Sturtevant’s 1863 patent for the manufacture of toothpicks. It relies on
a spiral of wood, a feature adopted from his earlier patent for shoe pegs.

inventor and was not prepared to make a toothpick
machine himself.
Coincidentally, there was a gentleman working in
Boston at the time who was a genius at mechanical
things. Benjamin Franklin Sturtevant (1833–1890) was
born into a very poor family. Just about the only thing
that his parents gave him was a name that suggested that
he might be inventive.
Early on he went to work as an apprentice to shoemakers. It was his job to drive wooden pegs into holes in
the soles of the shoes to fasten them to the uppers.The
pegging looked like stitching superficially, but the holes had
actually been made individually with an awl before the
wooden pegs were driven into them. It was hard work, and
Sturtevant kept thinking that there had to be a better way.
In 1857, Sturtevant patented his first machine to automate the process to a certain extent, but he ran into some
problems.The inconsistent grain of the wood sometimes
created misshaped pegs, which would then jam the machine
or damage the shoe.
His solution was to concentrate on making better pegs,
a process that he would patent. He placed a log on a lathe,
and as the log rotated, a knife cut off a thin strip of veneer
— a continuous strip that did not crack or break. He
ended up with a big spiral — which he called a ribbon
— sometimes as much as 100 feet long, depending on the

diameter of the log, but only the width of a shoe peg thick
and the length of one wide. If he beveled both sides of one
edge of this ribbon, he could use it as a blank from which
to cut shoe pegs with a pointed tip. Pegging machines could
then reliably cut and drive neatly formed pegs through the
holes in the sole.
A few years later Sturtevant patented the idea of
beveling both edges of a ribbon of veneer, from which
toothpicks could then be made. Because of his limited
resources, Sturtevant sold the rights to this patent to
Charlotte Bowman (1835–1902), who was to marry
Charles Forster when he returned to Boston from Brazil
to start a toothpick business. Although it’s not clear how
Forster and his fiancée learned about Sturtevant, what is
clear is that his 1863 patent was critical to the development of the toothpick industry in the United States.
It took years for Sturtevant and Forster — working with
Charles Freeman, one of Sturtevant’s young mechanics —
to eliminate the bugs in their process. But by 1870, it was
pretty much perfected.With Sturtevant’s help, Forster identified the best wood to be white birch from Maine, where
he set up mills west of the Kennebec River in towns close
to the supply. After relocating his factories several times, he
finally established permanent ones in Dixfield and Strong.
In the meantime, other inventors wanted to get in on
the action. J.C. Brown developed an improvement for
cutting splints, which were any small pieces of wood that
were thin and long, including things like matchsticks and
toothpicks. However, neither Brown nor fellow inventors
Silas Noble and James Cooley — with their “Improvement

A toothpick produced by the
Freeman method is a piece of
sculpture to behold.
in Tooth-Pick Machines” — could exploit their inventions
to make toothpicks because Forster and his wife retained
patent protection into 1880.When that ran out, Forster and
Freeman, who had become Forster’s principal mechanic,
looked for new patent protection. At this time, virtually all
toothpicks were flat, with relatively square points. Forster and
Freeman wanted to make round toothpicks with true points.
They eventually accomplished this by means of a
machine for polishing and compressing toothpicks, making
them round and double-pointed. However, the Patent Office
didn’t accept the argument that the new product itself was
patentable because it believed someone could also make a
HUNTINGTON FRONTIERS
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round toothpick simply by whittling away the end of
a flat one.
So an attorney representing Freeman and Forster
wrote to the Patent Office explaining how sharpened
toothpicks can splinter at the tip, whereas a compressed
toothpick did not fray or splinter. After a long debate,
the Patent Office finally relented and granted a patent
for the compressed toothpick in 1891. A toothpick
produced by the Freeman method is a piece of sculpture to behold.The shape of the body tapers gracefully
into points. It’s organic. (Unfortunately, round toothpicks today are made by a process that produces a much
less elegant shape.)
But as good as something might look, it will always
have functional limits. Inventors focus on those limitations and seek to remove them. In the case of the
wooden toothpick, it is not well suited to reaching
inside crevices between back teeth. In 1923, Russell
Lunday attacked this shortcoming and patented what
might be called a prosthetic toothpick — a pointed
piece of rubber that fitted like a cap onto the tip of
the tongue so the user could get to those crevices at
the back of the teeth. Other inventors have focused
on combining toothpicks with other things.Thus, in
1979 George Adolfson patented a small plastic spoon
whose handle could be snapped off at an angle to
provide a toothpick after eating.
The toothpick story is more than just a story about
toothpicks. It is about the ideas that occupy inventors,
designers, and engineers.They may appear to focus on
what might be considered minutiae when they look
for faults in a product or system and try to improve on
it, but this is what invention, design, and development
are all about.Whether it is seeking a better toothpick
or devising a new computer system, identifying and
understanding the problems and shortcomings of the
old are what drive the creation and improvement of
the new. Seeing how that process has worked in the
past for a simple thing helps us to understand how it
will work for complex things in the future. m

Henry Petroski is the Aleksandar S.Vesic Professor of Civil
Engineering and a professor of history at Duke University.
This article is adapted from his 2007 Trent R. Dames
Lecture at The Huntington, where his papers are housed. His
book on the technical and cultural history of the toothpick
will be published by Knopf this fall.
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Books in Print
A SAMPLING OF BOOKS BASED ON RESEARCH
IN THE COLLECTIONS
PURITAN CONQUISTADORS: IBERIANIZING THE
ATLANTIC, 1550–1700

Jorge Cañizares-Esguerra

Stanford University Press, 2006
The author explores the common characteristics of Spanish and Puritan colonization in the early
Atlantic world, breaking away from the traditional viewpoint focusing on the differences between Puritan and
Catholic colonization. Both groups, he argues, shared a
desire to exorcise demons from the New World, and the
Puritan colonization of New England was as much of a
crusade against the Devil as was the Spanish conquest.
THEATER OF A CITY: THE PLACES OF LONDON
COMEDY, 1598–1642

Jean Howard

University of Pennsylvania Press, 2007
Howard argues that London’s public stage
in the early 17th century depended on the
unprecedented demographic growth and commercial
vibrancy of the city to fuel its own development. Rather
than describing London, the stage participated in interpreting it and giving it social meaning. Howard focuses
on particular places within the city — the Royal Exchange,
brothels, and ballrooms — and examines the theater’s role
in creating distinctive narratives about each.
BOHEMIAN LOS ANGELES AND THE MAKING OF
MODERN POLITICS

Daniel Hurewitz

University of California Press, 2007
Bohemian Los Angeles brings to life a vibrant
and all-but-forgotten milieu of artists, leftists, and gay men and women whose stories played out over
the first half of the 20th century and continue to shape
the entire American landscape. Hurewitz explores why
and how their communities, inspiring both one another
and the city as a whole, transformed American notions of
political identity with their ideas about self-expression,
political engagement, and race relations.

Don Milici

BACK FLAP

THE LIFE OF KINGSLEY AMIS
Don Milici

Zachary Leader

Pantheon Books, 2007
Kingsley Amis first achieved prominence
with the publication of Lucky Jim in 1954
and went on to become a dominant figure in postwar
British writing as novelist, poet, critic, and polemicist.
Leader draws on unpublished works and correspondence
from The Huntington archive. He also conducted interviews
with a wide range of Amis’ friends, relatives, fellow writers,
students, and colleagues.
IRON HORSE IMPERIALISM: THE SOUTHERN
PACIFIC OF MEXICO, 1880–1951

Daniel Lewis

University of Arizona Press, 2007
The Southern Pacific of Mexico was an
American-owned railroad that operated
between 1898 and 1951, running from the Sonoran town
of Nogales to Guadalajara. Lewis contends that SP executives, urged on by the news media, operated with a reflexive
imperialism that kept the company committed to the railroad long after it ceased to make business sense.

AN ARTIST’S PORTFOLIO: THE CALIFORNIA SKETCHES OF
HENRY B. BROWN, 1851–52

Thomas C. Blackburn

Malki-Ballena Press, 2006
Scholars spend countless hours sifting through journals, letters,
and historical documents to reconstruct the past. But in some
instances, words are not enough to tell the whole story.
Such was the case for Thomas C. Blackburn, professor emeritus
of anthropology at California State Polytechnic University, Pomona,
who has gathered together in a new book 37 pencil drawings by
little-known artist Henry B. Brown (1816–?). Fourteen of these
sketches are housed at The Huntington, while the remaining
works in An Artist’s Portfolio can be found in libraries at UC
Berkeley, Harvard, and Brown University.
“If not for Brown, there would be no visual record from that
era of the Indians of California’s Central Valley,” says Blackburn.
While numerous missionaries and explorers documented
California’s coastal Indians, the Indians of the state’s Central Valley
(the Patwin, Nisenan, Konkow, and Wintun) are less
known to historians and anthropologists.
In 1851 John Russell Bartlett, commissioner of the
U.S. and Mexican Boundary Commission, hired Brown
to document inhabitants and scenery of the Sacramento
Valley and Sierra foothills. This was in the wake of the
Gold Rush, and in a few short years disease and famine
would overtake the indigenous population.
In a sketch of the interior of an Indian house (left),
Brown shows a woman pounding acorns in a domestic setting that includes raised beds, basketry, and fishing nets. While Brown supplemented his drawings with
an animated correspondence with Bartlett — excerpted
by Blackburn — it is evident that the details of artifacts
and daily life would be lost to history if not for the survival
of the illustrations.

On the Cover
This spring The Huntington makes official the name of the Chinese
Garden: Liu Fang Yuan, or Garden of Flowing Fragrance. Scholar
Wan-go H.C. Weng’s calligraphy of the name (left) served as
the model for stone relief carvings that will appear at the
entrance (see page 15). In this issue, curator June Li explains
how the naming process borrows from three disciplines familiar
to any Huntington visitor: literature, art, and botany.
The garden remains closed to the public until construction is
complete next spring.
Cover photo by Lisa Blackburn
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